SECURE YOUR DATA AND CONTROL ACCESS RIGHTS WITH GALAXKEY CORPORATE VAULT

An uncrackable digital strongbox to protect your files and control data access

Making sure data is both securely stored and accessible only by authorised users is challenging for many organisations.

Your staff need to easily find, use, and save the files they require for carrying out their daily tasks. Yet you also need to make sure sensitive or restricted data can only be accessed by people with permission to do so.

Galaxkey's powerful encryption means the Corporate Vault is the digital equivalent of an uncrackable safe. Nothing and nobody gets in or out without your say-so.

Although extremely secure, Galaxkey Corporate Vault is easy to use. Saving files is as simple as drag and drop. Files are automatically encrypted when saved, without users needing to do anything further.

Galaxkey corporate vault gives you:

- Complete control over data access rights – you control who can and can't access individual files and folders within your corporate network.
- Automatic encryption of all files – protecting your data and minimising the risk of data breaches caused by human error.
- A powerful yet simple way to secure your data – easy to set up and use, with no special technical knowledge required.
HOW ORGANISATIONS USE GALAXKEY CORPORATE VAULT TO MANAGE DATA ACCESS AND KEEP FILES SECURE

Galaxkey Corporate Vault is ideal for organisations needing not only secure data storage, but also flexible yet absolute control over who can access which files and folders. So data is always available to those who need it, yet protected from those not authorised to access it.

Simple to install, Galaxkey Corporate Vault can be up and running within minutes. Because it uses the access rights already defined by your Active Directory or operating system, you don’t need to manually set these up.

Once you’ve installed your Corporate Vault, you can create as many secure sub-vaults as you wish. Different teams or groups of users can have multiple vaults.

So it’s straightforward to protect and manage access to confidential HR files, finance data, or any other sensitive information.

With galaxkey corporate vault, you can:

**Control who accesses all files and folders**

- Protect files and folders from unauthorised access on corporate networks, and monitor who uses them.
- Add and revoke access for individual users to specific files and folders, at any time and with instant effect.

**Equip your staff to protect data without sacrificing efficiency**

- Securely store and share files of all types and sizes. This includes bulk transfer or upload of files.
- Create as many secure sub-vaults as you need, including multiple vaults for different departments or groups.
- Feel confident that all your staff can use Corporate Vault, even if they’re not tech-savvy. Saving files in a vault is as easy as drag and drop.

**Ensure strong data security compliance**

- Fulfil your data protection compliance obligations, including GDPR.
- Implement the principle of least privilege (considered best practice in cybersecurity). This means all users have only the minimum levels of data access needed to perform their job functions.
- Make it easier to apply your corporate policies and procedures for data retention and management.
HOW GALAXKEY’S WORLD-CLASS ENCRYPTION PROTECTS YOUR DATA

All Galaxkey products use its signature three-layer encryption architecture. This gives your data military-grade protection, both in transit and at rest.

Passwords aren’t stored in any format, and Galaxkey is the only platform that allows you complete control of your encryption keys. So you can rest assured knowing your data is being protected to the highest level.

Galaxkey Corporate Vault can be used as a standalone product to protect your files and folders. Or for ultimate data security, install it as part of an integrated package with Galaxkey’s Secure Email, Secure Workspace, and/or Digital Document Sign products.

Installing and using galaxkey corporate vault

Quick deployment and minimal learning curve
Galaxkey Corporate Vault is easy to set up, whichever operating system you work on. With an intuitive, Windows feel, your staff can start securing files straight away.

Single sign-on doesn’t interrupt productivity
Easy and efficient for your staff. They sign in once, then get on with their day’s work, safe in the knowledge all files are being kept secure.

Automatically inherits your existing user permissions
Galaxkey Corporate Vault fits to your environment. It will apply the existing access rights from your operating system or Active Directory, so you don’t need to set these manually.

System requirements and encryption standards

Compatible with all major operating systems
Galaxkey Corporate Vault works with Microsoft Windows, macOS, iOS, and Android.

Cloud-based solution for independent, 24/7 data protection
No need to install extra hardware or software at your premises. Galaxkey Corporate Vault sits within your existing network, but provides data protection independently of your network security and physical network set-up.

Military-grade data protection through encryption standards
Galaxkey complies with AES FIPS 140-2 encryption protocols. It utilises both public AES256 and private 2048-bit RSA Keys as a standard. Put simply – it gives your data military-grade protection.

Contact us to find out more or book a demo at info@galaxkey.com